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our focus this month is

R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

IS…

The ability to respond intelligently; Being accountable,
taking ownership of our thoughts, words and actions.

IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE…

When things go wrong, we tend to make excuses or place
blame on others and feel like a victim; not recognizing our
own mistakes causes us to repeat them, creating more
problems for ourselves and others. Taking responsibility
means acknowledging our shortcomings and working on
improving them. Responsibility is essential for becoming a
healthy, happy and productive person, and it is the basis for a
free and civil society in which each person does what he or she
is expected to do. This begins at home, where children learn to
take care of their belongings, clean up after themselves, do
chores with a good attitude and resolve conflicts peacefully.
Can you imagine what a great country ours would be if all
citizens were responsible?

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE WHEN WE…

• Know what’s expected of us (as a student, son/daughter,
parent, friend, employee, etc.) and fulfilling those duties.

• Keep our commitments even when it’s inconvenient; which
is why we should be careful what we promise and not make
commitments we can’t keep.

• Do our best in every situation.
• Don’tmake excuses and not look for others to blame. Admit

our part even if others were involved.
• Correct our mistakes; make amends, or restitutions when

possible. This doesn’t always remove the consequences but
is the first step towards regaining trust.

SOMEONE WHO SHOWED GREAT RESPONSIBILITY WAS…

Mother Teresa was a catholic nun with few mandatory tasks in
the convent but took it upon herself to assume responsibility
of helping the poor, sick, orphaned and dying of India and then
the world. Her selfless dedication to serving the
underprivileged- her ability to respond to their needs- has
made her go down in history as one of the greatest
humanitarians of our times.

RESPONSIBILITY APPLIED 

TOWARDS SERVING OUT 

COMMUNITY COULD BE…

October is national 
Reforestation month; the 
pandemic has changed our 
plans for group reforestation 
trips, but families can 
assume the responsibility of 
planting and maintaining a 
single tree on their own. 
Throughout the entire month 
we will have tree seedlings 
available in school for 
members of the community 
to find an appropriate 
location to plant, and 
assume the responsibility of 
watering and supporting its 
growth. This could be a 
wonderful opportunity for 
children to understand how 
small actions can make big 
changes, and how their 
responsibility can contribute 
to improving our community. 
For more information about 
this initiative please contact 
Ms. Ambar 
acasals@americanschool.edu.do

“I never look at the masses as my responsibility. I look at the individual. I can love only one 

person at a time. I can feed only one person at a time. Just one, one, one.” –Mother Teresa
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